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Clare Rowly's Sequins and Ribbon Foot

Embellish your projects at a whole new level. The Creative Feet brand sewing machine presser feet have been the feet to use for over 30 years!
They continue to fit all sewing machines and are capable of trivializing even the hardest of techniques.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price

$29.99
Discount

Ask a question about this product

Description

Perfect for couching and sewing down flat trims!
Sew elastic without stretching behind the foot!
Keeps trims centered beneath the needle!
Used by sewing professionals and educators around the world!
Fits ALL Sewing Machines with a zig-zag stitch!
One of the 3 Creative Feet!
When couching this foot guides the trim under the needle so you can focus on where you're going instead of staring at the needle. This foot
also guides ribbons, ric rac and braided trims and makes sewing elastic so simple even a 4 year old can sew it down; because you don't have to
stretch the elastic from behind the foot! You can use this foot for all sizes of elastic and all type
Includes: Sequins & Ribbon Foot, 4 Snap-on Adaptors, Instruction Booklet.
More Information

The Creative Feet Sequins & Ribbon presser foot was made to make sewing down flat trims fast and easy, without having to constantly check
your needle position.
How does it guide the trims?
The foot has a guide that keeps the trim positioned directly beneath the needle. By adjusting the guides position you're able to turn flat trims
without worry about the trim not being under your needle!
Sew elastic without stretching behind the needle!
Simply use the foot and feed dogs to hold one end of the elastic and then mark how far to stretch your elastic. This allows you to sew down
elastic with one hand and minimal effort!
Will it fit my machine?
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Each of the Creative Feet fit all sewing machines that are capable of sewing a zig-zag stitch (virtually every machine). They simply snap on to
most machines and using the adapters, included with the foot, they're able to fit all machines.
If you don't already have one, Bernina requires you to use their low shank or snap on adapter, for their machines, which we sell here or you can
purchase one from your local dealer.

Reviews
There are currently no reviews for this product:
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